Supplementary Discussion 1. The Accumulated heat definition
Here accumulated heat (AH) refers to the total temperatures that exceeded the threshold temperature in heat wave events. This indicator combines heat wave days and anomaly temperature together. The definition of heat wave day is same and we choose 95 th percentile as the threshold. Every heat wave day's exceeded temperature is added together (shown as formula 1). Exposure is defined here as population exposed to heat, and is computed at each grid point by multiplying annual total ºC of AH and population together for both base and future periods. Thus, the unit of exposure is person-ºC . Since many researchers have studied the percentage change in mortality per 1 ºC temperature increase 1 , this accumulated heat indicator can be easily use to estimate heat-related mortality change. Decomposition of aggregate regional projected change in exposure under RCP8.5-SSP3 scenario for five models used in this study. Increase in total projected exposure change (blue); exposure change from the climate effect (orange) keeping population constant; exposure change from the population effect (gray) keeping climate constant; and exposure change from the interaction effect (yellow) between climate and population -see Methods Section for details. Error bars illustrate the standard deviation in total projected exposure change across the models for each region/effect. Multi-model average increase in total projected exposure change (blue), exposure change from the climate effect (orange) keeping population constant; exposure change from the population effect (gray) keeping climate constant; and exposure change from the interaction effect (yellow) between climate and population -see Methods Section for details. Error bars illustrate the standard deviation in total projected exposure change across the models for each region/effect. 
RCP2.6-SSP1
Supplementary Figure S12 Decomposition of aggregate country-level projected change in exposure for China, India, and Nigeria under three emissions scenarios. Increase in total projected exposure change (blue), exposure change from the climate effect (orange) keeping population constant; exposure change from the population effect (gray) keeping climate constant; and exposure change from the interaction effect (yellow) between climate and population -see Methods Section for details. Error bars illustrate the standard deviation in projected exposure change across the models for each country. RCP2.6-SSP1 India, and Nigeria under three emissions scenarios yearly (Row (a): RCP2.6-SSP1; Row (b): RCP4.5-SSP2; Row (c):RCP-SSP3). Multi-model average increase in total projected exposure change (gray), exposure change from the climate effect (red) keeping population constant; exposure change from the population effect (green) keeping climate constant; and exposure change from the interaction effect (blue) between climate and population -see Methods Section for details. Shadows illustrate the standard deviation in total projected exposure change across the models for each country/effect.
Supplementary Figure S15
Percentage increase in aggregate regional exposure under RCP8.5-SSP3. Multi-model average increase in total exposure change (gray), exposure change from the climate effect (red) keeping population constant; exposure change from the population effect (green) keeping climate constant; and exposure change from the interaction effect (blue) between climate and population -see Methods Section for details. Error bars illustrate the standard deviation in total projected exposure change across the models for each region/effect. Figure S16 . Column (b) Multi-model average of global aggregate exposure under three scenario combinations. Error bars illustrate the standard deviation in projected exposure change across the models. Column (a) Global aggregate exposure in the base period (blue) and projected change (orange) under RCP8.5-SSP3 scenario for five models used in this study. First row is the results with 95th percentile HWD as hazard; second row is used 97.5th percentile HWD as hazard; third row is the results with 95th percentile AH as hazard. Figure S19 . Decomposition of aggregate regional (column a) and global (column b) projected change in exposure under RCP8.5-SSP3 scenario. Multi-model average increase in total projected exposure change (gray), exposure change from the climate effect (red) keeping population constant; exposure change from the population effect (green) keeping climate constant; and exposure change from the interaction effect (blue) between climate and population -see Methods Section for details. Error bars illustrate the standard deviation in total projected exposure change across the models for each region/effect. First row is the results with 95th percentile HWD as hazard; second row is used 97.5th percentile HWD as hazard; third row is the results with 95th percentile AH as hazard.
row is the results with 95th percentile HWD as hazard; second row is used 97.5th percentile HWD as hazard; third row is the results with 95th percentile AH as hazard. Decomposition of aggregate country level projected change in exposure for RCP8.5-SSP3 scenario. The size of the circle refers to total change. Red shading is proportional to the fractional contribution from the climate effect and blue shading is proportional to the fractional contribution from the interaction effect. The fractional contribution from the population effect is also shown and is represented by green shading but for clarity green is not included on the color bar because the effect is small everywhere. First row is the results with 95th percentile HWD as hazard; second row is used 97.5th percentile HWD as hazard; third row is the results with 95th percentile AH as hazard. These maps were generated using Matlab 2015a, visit http://www.mathworks.com/ for more details. Figure S22 . Multi-model average of aggregate exposure in the base period (blue) and projected change (orange) for China, India and Nigeria under three emissions scenarios. Error bars illustrate the standard deviation in total projected exposure change across the models for each country. First row is the results with 95th percentile HWD as hazard; second row is used 97.5th percentile HWD as hazard; third row is the results with 95th percentile AH as hazard. Figure S24 . Percentage increase in aggregate regional exposure under RCP8.5-SSP3. Multi-model average increase in total exposure change (gray), exposure change from the climate effect (red) keeping population constant; exposure change from the population effect (green) keeping climate constant; and exposure change from the interaction effect (blue) between climate and population -see Methods Section for details. Error bars illustrate the standard deviation in total projected exposure change across the models for each region/effect. First row is the results with 95th percentile HWD as hazard; second row is used 97.5th percentile HWD as hazard; third row is the results with 95th percentile AH as hazard. 
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